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In Reflect & Relate, distinguished teacher and scholar Steve McCornack arms students with the

best theory and most up-to-date research and then helps them relate that knowledge to their own

experiences. The most engaging examples and a lively voice hook students into the research, while

features encourage students to critically reflect on their own experiences. Based on years of

classroom experience and the feedback of instructors and students alike, every element in Reflect &

Relate has been carefully constructed to give students the practical skill to work through lifeâ€™s

many challenges using better interpersonal communication. The new edition is thoroughly revised

with new, high interest examples throughout, up-to-the-moment coverage of mediated

communication (from internet dating to social media), new chapters on family and friends, integrated

video program, and much, much more. Now with VideoCentral: Interpersonal Communication! This

online treasury illustrates key interpersonal terms through short, realistic videos. Featuring over 80

clips, this resource will bring a new media experience to your studentsâ€™ assignments. Take a tour

here.
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It depends on who your professor is if you are taking this class. In general I think that it is nice that

this book is updates with many pop culture references. But there are. Few tiny aspects I don't agree

with.



this book got the job done so I could take a communications class and received an A. The  Kindle

application for the MacBook Pro is actually really nice and extremely handy with taking notes and

being able to search any word in the entire book with a few keystrokes

My daughter needed this for school and we sure hate to pay full price for a book she'll only use 8 -

10 weeks so we bought this one used. The price was right, condition was fine and it was exactly

what she needed, Thanks

good reading! I needed this book for a class, but may keep it bc it has really good and useful info.

Very interesting information actually. It arrived brand new, earlier than projected, which is always

nice.

I had to use this book for a required communication class. I expected it to be boring, all common

sense, a breeze. It turned out to be one of my favorite classes, the author mixes research with fun

facts to make the subject interesting and memorable.

Obviously written for the 18-23 year old sect of college students. Being non-traditional, I couldn't

relate to a lot of the examples.

Great book, but a pain in the butt if you have windows 8.1. This textbook choses not to be carried on

Windows 8.1. You need to ALSO carry an ipad, or other reader with you to read it. Not easy for

students.

This book was required for my Interpersonal Communication class at my local college. I thought this

was going to be a boring book and class but I couldn't have been more wrong. The author uses

references to modern day movies, music, television, books, and other pop culture to relate the

topics to information you already know. The read is so compelling and informative I find myself

rereading the chapters, sometimes even twice. I am considering keeping this book and not trying to

resell it after my class is over. It's really that good.
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